KINGS CORNER

RULES FROM BICYCLECARDS.COM

2-4 players
Age: 8+

THE PACK
Kings Corner is played with a 52 card deck, the jokers are not used.

RANK OF CARDS
K-Q-J-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-A (ace low).

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Players try to get rid of their cards by playing them in a solitaire-like layout of eight piles, built
of alternate red and black cards in descending order.

THE DEAL
Deal seven cards to each player. Place the remaining cards in the middle of the table as a
stockpile. Then turn the four top cards over, placing one on each of the four sides of the deck —
to the north, south, east, and west. These will be the foundation piles. The cards on the table
should make the shape of a cross

THE PLAY
The player to the left of the dealer begins by drawing one card from the center stockpile. The
player may make as many valid plays as are possible during their turn to get rid of as many cards
as possible from their hand. Once there are no more valid moves, it’s the next player’s turn.
Each player begins their turn by drawing a card from the center stockpile and making as many
valid moves as they can.

VALID MOVES:
Play a card (or sequence of cards) on a foundation pile in the cross. To play cards on a
foundation pile, the card played must be immediately below the foundation card in rank and of

the opposite color (red or black). For example, if a 9♥ is on the foundation pile, then the next
card face played must be 8♣ or 8♠. A sequence of cards may also be played, but all the cards in
the sequence must obey the lower rank and opposite color rules. Aces are always the lowest
cards.
Play a “King in the corner”. Kings are the only cards that can be played in the corner spaces
created by the cross. Once a King is played, players may then lay off cards on that pile like any
other foundation pile.
Move an entire foundation pile onto another pile, if the bottom card of that recipient pile and the
top card of the moving pile creates a valid sequence. This is often possible when the cards are
first dealt.
Play any card or sequence of cards on a vacated foundation pile.

HOW TO KEEP SCORE
The first player to lay off all of their cards wins.

